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Decision as 03 018 MAR 81989 -, 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSIO~OF THE STAXE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Investigation 
on the Commission~s motion into 
implementing a rate design for 
unbundled gas utility servic~s 
consistent with policies adopted 
in Decision 85,-03-0157. 
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@mr~atn!iJB. 
I.85~~~Y~' btitb 

(Filed June S·, 1986·) 

R.S5-06-00& 
(Filed June S, 1985) 

Application 87-01-033 
(File<i January 20, 1987) 

Applieation 87 ... 01-037 
(Filed January 27,1987) 

. . Application 87-04-04'0 
. -, (Filed April 20, 198·7) 

QP1N.lON 

By this decision we find Toward Utility Rate Normalization 
(TURN) eligible to receive compensation as an intervenor in the 
series of proceedings which have resulted in our restructuring the 
way in which investor-owned natural gas utilities provide gas in 
California. We also grant TURN's request for compensation; we 
provide TURN compensation totaling $245,373.92 for its substantial 
contribution to our decisions. The compensation is allocated between 
the major investor-owned natural gas utilities as follows: payment 
by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) of $114,221.55, payment by 
Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) of $110,295.58, and payment 
by Sa.n Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) of $20,855.78. We 
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require these sums to be paid within 10 clays of the effective date 
of this order. 

II. 1'ORH's Request for Compensation and. 
Motion to MQ<lify; th~ Proc~ for Reply 

A. ~gro'QJlg 

On Janu~ 5, 1989 TURN filed a request for compensation 
for its participation in this Commission's epie proceeding to 
restructure the natural qas industry. The proceeding, commenced 
with the issuance of & .. 86-06-006 and I .. 86-06-00S·, which proposed a 
new inclustry structure and. corresponding' rate design,. respectively. 
SoCal, PG&E, and SOG&E were made respondents to the Commission's 
investigation and rulemaking.. The proceeding took shape with 
Decision (D.) 86-12-010, which refined the indus~ structure after 
receipt of public comment and 0.86-12-009, which laid out a 
detailed road map for rate design in the form of exemplary rates 
following public he~inqs. Challenges to these deCisions were 
considered in l> .. S7-0~-029, 0.87-03-044, and 0 .. 87-05-046. A year 
and a h~lf after the issuance of the orders instituting this 
proceeding, the Com:n1ssion issued 0.87-12-039.. In that order, the 
Commission adopted sales and throughput forecasts r refined its 
allocation factors, and allocated revenues to the various services 
to be offered to different customer classes, to· enable the 
utilities to file tariffs to implement the new industry structure. 
Challenges to this order were disposed of in 0.88-03-04l and 
D.88-03-085. Finally, the utilities tend.ered advice letters tc 
implement the terms of these successive decisions. 

TORN claims that its substantial contributions t~ these 
decisions entitle it to compensation in the amount of $24S,373.92. 
The respondent utilities concur with TORN. These foUr parties have 
executed. a "'Settlement Agreement Reqa:dinq Intervenor 
Compensat.ion." The agreement has been appended to 'l'ORN"s. request 
as .. Attachment· A.' .. 
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Although the amount requested and: the allocation of the 
compensation/among the utilities have been reQuced to a settlement, 
TURN~s request is filed under the provisions for Intervenor's ree~ 
and Expenses (Article 18.7), rather than the provisions for 
Stipulations and. Settlements (Article 13.5) of the Commission's 
Rules of Practice and Procedure. Thus, we are guided by tho 
precedent we have established on the subject of intervenor 
compensation, rather than the principles which shape our 
consideration of proposed settlements. 

Analysis of the merits of TORN'S request for compensation 
would ordinari'ly be provided by the parties r responses to the 
request. Since they stipulated to the requested aW4%'d, the 
respondent u~ilities did not comment on TORN's request. In the 
case of a settlement, our rules require that the parties state 
their positions on the merits prior to the filing of the 
settlement. A settlement, in the absence of the parties' testimony 
on the issues in controversy, provides no basis for a finding that 
the settlement is in the public interest. Neither the parties' 
response nor statements of position were provided in this case. 

In oreer to mAke the finding that TORN should be 
compensated in the amount of $245,373 in these gas proceedings, we 
have undertaken the time-consuming task of evaluating the claims 
TORN made in its settlement agreement without the benefit of any 
comments on the claims. While the ratepayers may have saved money 
from not having to compensate the intervenor for preparation of the 
compensation claim, they 4%'e not well served .by the conuuitInent of 
this Commission's resources to develop all the· sides of the merits 
of TURN's 'request. In the future, we will require the intervenor 
to prepare And file a fully supported clatm for compensation And 
will pe:r:mit the parties to state their positiOns on the 
compensation requests :before entertaining a settlement of an 
intervenor's claim of compensation • 
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B. 'l'Q'.RN's Request to Shorten Ti.'mg £Or Rwly 

TORN has also requested the C?mmission to shorten the 
applicable time for parties to respond to a request for 
compensation from 30 days to 10 days.1 TORN proposes that if a 
party intends to file comments, it would have the normal 30~day 
period in which to do so.. If no party intends to file, the 
Commission could decide the ma~ter without waiting for the full 30-
day period to run. 

We do not find that a shortening of time would serve the 
public interest in this case. Given the complexity of issues 
involved, the number of hours claimed, and the amount of the 
requested compensation award, we believe the 30-day response period 
should be retained. Thus, 'l"ORN's request for an order soliciting 
notice of intent to respond in 10 clays is denied.. 

It mAy be noted, however, that as of this date no party 
has responded to TORN's request for compensation. 
C •. ti.melinus of Request for Coarpens«tion 

Public Utilities (PU) Code Section lS04(c) and related 
Rule 76.56 allow an intervenor 30 clays for the filing of a request 
for compensation following the issuance of a final order and 
d.ecision and a Commission finding of eligibility for compensation. 
TURN points out that 0.86-01-034 interpreted those provisions to' 
allow a customer who believes that the Commission will find. that he 
is eligible to file a request for compensation :before a find.ing of 
eligibility is mAde at the risk that the customer later will be 

found ineligible. Accorclinqly, we will rule on 'rURN"s. request for 

1 Rule 76-.56- of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedw:e 
provides, ~ithin 30 days after service of the request, the 
Commission staff, mAy file I' and any other party may file, a response 
to the request. The customer may file within 15 aays thereafter a 
reply to· Any such response.~ 
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a finding of eligibility and concurrently dispose of its request 
for compensation. I ' 

D. 'h.QlW's Req!lest foX' Finding of Eligibility 
TORN had filed Requests for Finding of Eligibility for 

Compensation in these consolidated proceedings. They were filed on 
September 4, 1986 in Ra86-06-006, on October 7, 1985 in 
I.86-06-00S, and on SeptemDer 4, 1987 in the consolidated 
implementation proceeding, Application (A.) 87-01-033 et al. The 
Commission has not·yet acted on those requests. 

R .. 86-06:QOfi 
The Commission issued this OIR into proposed refinements 

for the new regulatory framework for gas utilitles in June of 1985,. 
TURN filed its request for finding of eligibility on Soptember 4, 
1986. Rule 76.54 of the Commission's' Rules of Practice and 
Procedure requil:es such a request to be filed witlUn. 30 days. o·f the 
first pre hearing conference or within 45 days after the close of 
the evidentiary record. Since the Commission contemplated that the 
ru1emaking would be based upon filed comments, rather than 
testimony at hearings, TURN filed within 45 days after the date 
that parties' comments were due, which was July 21,. 1986. 

TORN invokes Rule 76.54(a)(1) to satisfy the requirement 
that it show that participation in the hearing or proceeding would 
pose a significant financial hardship. That rule provides that if 
the customer has met its burden of showing financial hardship in 
the same calendar ye~, as determined :by the Commission under 
Rule 76.55, the customer shall make reference to that decision :by 
number to satisfy the requirement. TORN has referred to 
0.86-02-039, in which TURN was found to have met its burden of 
showing financial hardship- Since the finding was made in 1986, 
the S4me year in which the request for findinq of eliqibili ty was 
made, TURN has shown. that participation in R.86-05-00&would. pose a. 
significant financial hardship for it • .' 
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Rule 76.54(a) also requires a statement of issues that 
the customer intends to r~ise in the hearing or proceeaing, an 
estimate of the compensation thAt will be gought, and A budget for 
the customer's presentation. At the time TURN maae its request,. it 
had Already stated the issues it intended to raise in the form of 
its filed comments. It estimated a budget of up to $·16,000 for its 
participation in the case, based on ,about 100 hours of attorney 
time at $150 per hour plus about $1,000 of other expenses.. Thus, 
'I'UR.N has satisfied the other requisites of Rule 76.54(a) as well. 

I.8§::06.-QPS 
In this investigation into implementing a rate design for . 

unbundled gas utility services consistent with policies adopted in 
0.86-03-057, TURN filed a request for finding of eligibility for 
compensation on October 7, 1986.. The, filing of concurrent briefs 
mAy be deemed to be the close of the evidentiary record for the 
purposes of Rule 76.54. Brief8 were filed on September 18, 1986 .. 
TURN's request w~s filed within 19 days thereafter ana is timely • 

TORN again cites D.86-02-0~9 for the finding that TURN 
would incur significant financial hardship if it were not 
compensated for its. participation in Commission proceedings. 

As in its request for compensation for the Rulemakinq 
proeeedinq, TORN points out that it has addressed virtually all of 
the major issues in this generic rate design proceeding in its 
test1:m.ony and briefs. A further statement of issues would be 

pointless. 
It estimates a maximum request of up to $47,000 for its 

work in this case. That figure is based upon about 250 hours of 
attorney/witness time at an hourly rAte of $175, plus about $3,250 
of other expenses.. '.rhus, TURN has also shown eligibility for 
compensation under Rule 7&.54(a) in this ease. 

A,87-pl-033. et al. 
The gas utilities were ordered to file4pplications to 

implement the Comm.i.ssion's rate design decisions. arising. out of 
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I.86-06-00$ and R.8G-OG-006. TURN reque~ted a finding of 
eliqibility on Septe~r 4, 1987, seven days after briefs were 
filed. Although an oral argument to the Commission sitting en pane 
followed, we find that '.rORN has filed its request within the 4$. 
days contemplated in Rule 76.56. 

TORN performed its work on this phase durinq 1987 and 
1988. We determined that TORN's participation in Commission 
hearinqs would cause it siqnificant financial hardship in 1987 
unless it was compensa.ted for its role in the SoCa'l Gas Fall 
Consolidated Adjustment Mechanism (D.87-04-032) and would suffer 
significant financial hardship durinq 198:8: due to participation in 
our investigation into alternative requlatory frameworks for local 
exchange carriers. (D.88-07-035). Thus, TURN has made its shOwing 
of siqnificant financ1al hardship for this phase of the qas 
proceedinq. 

Its September 4, 1987 request for findinq of eliqibllity 
states that it has addressed virtually all of the major issues in 
the case, with particular emphasis on transition costs, .sales 
forecasts, balancinq account allocation, and the allocation of 
conservation costs. 

TORN stated tha.t it miqht request up· to $135,000 for its 
work in the case. This fiqure is based on 700 hours o,f 
attorney/witness time. TORN itemized by issue the 632.33 hours it 
had already been devoted. to the ease. The amount is premised on a 
base rate of $160 per hour plus an enhancement of $25 for Florio"s. 
dual role as attorney and witness. 

TURN has met all of the requirements of Rule 16.54(a) and 
should be found eliqil:>le for compensation in A. 8·7 -01-033. 

IXX. "l'Om!"s SUb!5tMtial Contril:mtion 

Rule 76.58' requires us to determine whether. 'I'ORN made a 
substantial contribution to the cited. decisions., In. addition., we 
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must describe the substantial contribution, and determine the 
amount of compensation to be paid. The te::m "substant.:i.al 
contribution" as defined. in Article 18.7 requires us to. make a 
judqment that: 

" ••• the customer's presentation has 
substantially assisted the Commission in the 
making of its order or decision because tho 
order or, decision had adopted in whole or in 
~ one or more factual contentions, legal 
contentions, or specific policy or procedural 
recommendations presented by the customer." 
(Rule 75.52(g).) (Emphasis added.) 

In ord.er to evaluate '!URN's claimed,contribution to t~e 
gas proceedings , it will :be necessary 1:0 review each of the 
Commission's deciSions and examine the impact of TORN's 
participa;tj,on in those cases.. Thereafter, we will review the costs 
submitted by TORN and make the appropriate award. 

mRR'a Contributlon to 
I,86:06-005 and R.86=06-006 

• I.85-05-00S and R'.86-05-006 had their roots in 
0.86-03-057, our seminal decision authorizing the utilities to file 
short-term natural gas transportation tariffs. There, we resolved. 
to restructure the California natural gas industry in response to. 
then-recent changes in the interstate natural gas marketplace. 
Since utility service was redefined. to consist of transmission and 
d.istribution service, as well as the sale of gas as a commodity, 
the costs of provid.ing those services also had to be defined. In 
D.86-03-057, the Commission had determined to use marginal cost 
principles to derive the costs of providing these unbundled 
services and recognized the need for further investigations into 
rate design proposals. 

". 

toRJ!'s eontrilmtion to X .. 86-0&-OO~ 
Interestea'parties filed comments on the Commission's 

proposal to unbundle utility gas serviee. Subsequently, the 
Commission initiated the OIl (I.85-06-00S)' to explore the details 
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to ~ resolved in order to implement fully unbundled services and 
rates. The Commission was partieularly'~terested in the use of 
~ginal costs to allocate the utility revenue requirement among 
various customer classes, and to design rates for each customer 
class. Since the Commission intended gas utilities to offer their 
services to all noncore customers on an unbundled basis, the 
pricing for these services also had to be unbundled. 

TURN filed its comments on April 1J., 1986. It proposed 
that transmission capacity be allocated under a bidding system. 
This suggestion was acknowledged in the OIl, where the COmmission 
indicated that it would like to'see this idea developed as an 
alternative to a capacity allocation method based on the shortage . 
cost concept. Therefore, TURN made a substantial contribution as 
defined in Rule 76.52(g). 

'tORN's Contrl,b!ljrism 'to R.86-06-006· 
R.B&-0&-006 was issued to advance specific proposals to 

fine-tune and to put into practice the'new regulatory framework 
adopted by D.86-03-0S7. The order defined the core' and noncore qas 
procurement markets and the level of utility service to these 
markets; options available under unbundled services, curtailment 
of gas/transmissions service I and revisions to the Supply 
Adjustment Mechanism (SAM). 

We divided utility services into the two elements of 
unbuncUed service I that is, procurement of gas and transmission of 
gas. The utilities" procurement of the glJ$ commodity was subject 
to different rules depending on whether the gas was intended for 
the core .. noncore, or core-eleet market. Larger customers were 
allowed to elect core procurement status for all or a part of their 
gas requirements. This flexibility had the potential to increase 
the cost of core qas if a large customer contracted for a quantity 
of core supply as a hedqebut cecided not to take it when alternate 
supplies were cheaper. Our solution was to. impose a take-or-pay 
requirement on core-elected volumes. We heeced TORN" s advice to. 
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limit take-or-pay liability to 50% of contractea volumes, bec~u5e 
we agreed that any greater financial restraint on customers' 
abilities to participate in market demand for gas might stifle the 
potontial for beneficial price competition between oil and gas. 

Unbundled rates would be charged for gas as a commodity 
and for the transmds5ion of gas. Core customers would pay for the 
f,ixmest transmission service through fixed and variable rate 
elements added to the commodity cost of core gas.. Noncore and 
core-elect rates were to consist of a commodity rate comprised of 
the weighted average cost of gas (WACOG) for the customer's supply 
portfolio (i.e., either core, or noncore), and transmission rates 
consisting of a fixed monthly customer charge, a monthly 
demand/standby charge based on the quantity of transmission 
service, and transmission usage rate. 

Another primary task was to identify the utilities' 
nongas costs and provide for their recovery through the above rate 
design. Transmission was to be further unbundled into rate 
elements and service levels. In order to arrive at reasonable 
rates for transmission, it became necessary to identify which 
services would collect the various constituents of the utilities' 
nongas costs. 

Nongas costs were generalized as costs for utility'S own 
system (the margin), plus demand charges from pipolines which 
utilities cannot avoid. The Commission concurred with TURN that 
there must be an across-the-board allocation of nongas costs. 

TURN questioned whether a proqr~ allowing larger 
customers to elect short-term transportation could be designed 
which would not force core ratepayers to ultimately bear all of the 
utilities' fixed costs and the expense of high-priced gas. The 
utilities' fixed costs included pipeline take-or-pay obligations, 
or fixed costs assoeiated with a particular supplier, which Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) had authorized', pipelines to

recover from their· local dis.tribution comp4ny customers .. 
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We were sympathetic to ~URN's concerns that the core 
class of ratepayers not be saddled with costs which proved. to be 
"uneconomic" in the new competitive gas market.2 To ensure that 
costs which are not directly assignable to a particular customer 
class are fairly allocated, we designated them as ~transition 
costs" to be collected from all customer classes. These costs are 
then allocated to monthly and usage rate elements for transmission 
service, which remains a monopoly. We determined that some of the 
risk of recovery of these costs must be spread in a manner which 
ensures that utilities encourage pipelines to remain competitive 
with other fuels. 

We recoqnized the possibility, raised by TORN, that high 
cost gas supplies would be routed into the core portfolio s~ that 
the utilities could recover their uneeonomic procurement costs from 
captive ratepayers. We required' the utilities to keep a separate 
account to track expenses and revenues connected with noncore 
procurement. We also determined that transfers from one portfolio 
account to another should be booked at the weighted average price 
to protect ~gainst higher priced increments of short-ter.m supply 
gas being "assigned" to the core market's portfolio. 

We find that ~ has made a substantial contribution as 
defined by Rule 76.52(9) by bringing the problem of fixed cost 
recovery to our attention, helping to refine the definition of 
transition costs, and by suggesting revenue recovery whieh balances 

2 For example, fixed demand charges paid by SOCal for gas 
purchased from PITCO were ordered to be recovered in the 
volumetric portion of SoCal's transmission rates. FERC-mandated 
take-or-pay charges would be allocated to all customers through the 
uansmission rate or demand charge, except for those who- Md 
entered. into long-te::m fixed. price contracts. that did not provide 
for imposition of the take-or-pay costs.. Likewise, the cost of 
purchasing higher priced pipeline qas to avoid potential take-or
pay li.,,])ilities. would be- allocated as a tronsition cost to- all 
customers • 
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fairness to ratepayers with the need to· encourage fuel competition. 
Our decisions have been responsive to TORN's prim4ry policy 
argument that as we restructure the California gas industry to 
enable the local distribution companies to participate in a newly 
competitive market, we should safeguard the economic position of 
ratepayers who are disadvantaged by competition but are ~captiv~ 
ratepayers" of the utilities. ~herefore, we find under Rule 76.SS 
that 'l'ORN has made a sul:>stantial contribution to I.86-06-00S and 
R.86-06-006. 

TORN' 8 Contribution to 
O.8§-la-OQ' and D.8~12-010 
These two decisions set forth the final 

restructure natural gas regulation in California. 
took into account comments filed in R.S6-06-006. 

policies to 
O .. S6-12-010 

D.86-12-009 
addressed the allocation of costs and. rate design for transmission 
and procurement which were the subject 0·£ I.86-06-00S.. 

D.86=12-010 
This decision adopted numerous changes to the rules for 

unbundled gas utility service which had been proposed in the OIR. 
We announced in 0.86-03-057 that a critical aspect of our 

unbundled rate design is the ability of customers to select . 
whatever quality of transportation service they desire through 
their choice of contribution to the fixed costs of the utility 
system. zaRN's proposal to base rates on short-run marginal cost 
includinq.a shortage cost component caused us to rethink our 
original approach, which provided four distinct service priority 
levels. As an alternative, we have allowed noncore customers to 
negotiAte A transmiSSion priority charge to entitle them to 
enhanced priority. Curtailment of the noncore customer class is to 
be based. on the value each customer places. on reliability, as 
evidenced by its willingness to. PAy. By bidd.inq for priority, the 
customer indicates. the vo.lue it places on shortage.. Priority of 
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t~ansmission service is thus based on shortage cost, as initially 
suggested by TURN. ' ' 

In the OIR, we feared that there could be excessive 
switching by noncore custome~s to the co~e portfolio, if the WACOG 
for the core portfolio ~ame lower than that for the noncore 
portfolio. We p~oposed a rule that the utilities should petition 
to establish a new core commodity rate for new core-elect custome~s 
if their presence in the core market caused increases in the core 
WACOG, or alternatively, that the utilities establish a separate 
supply portfolio for core-elect procurement customers. 

Comments. to the OIR. pointed out the flaws in our 
proposal. 'l't1RN recommended' that the~e be a ban on switching to 
elected core procurement whenever the core portfolio is cheaper 
than the nonc~re portfolio. This recommendation had the advantages 
of beinq,simple and easy to implement, as well as accomplishing our 
qoal of preventinq the overall cost of the core portfolio from 
increasing sol~ly in response to noncore customers switehing into 
the core portfolio. Thus, we adopted TORN's proposed portfolio 
switching ban. 

We also considered the potential costs to core customers 
~esulting from the failure of core-elect customers to purchase gas 
which they had contracted for. Our OIR proposed a 50% take-or-pay 
mechanism. We realized this. had, the potential to deter core 
election and did not necessarily provide core customers with 
appropriate compensation. Thus, we agreed with TORN that elected 
core p~ocurement customers w~ch do not use the~r full contracted 
quantities on a yearly basis should be liable for unavoidable or 
minimum charqes which would ref1eet any take-or-pay costs, demand 
charges, minimum bills, or supply reservation charges which the 
utility incurs as a result of that customer"s failure to PU%CMse 

its contract amount of gas, instead of' being liable for 50% of 
contracted volumes. 
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The issue of curtailment was also discussed in the 
context of service to wholesale customers. Wholesale customers 
should designate their purchases by priority, specifying ~antities 
at each level to be pU%'chased" according to TORN~ TO the extent 
wholesale customers purchase utility gas supplies, that supply 
should continue to be served at parity with retail service o,f the 
same priority. TORN preferred noncore capacity priority to be 
~ssiqned based on a bidding system. We agreed with TURN that 
wholesale customers should desiqnate their gas purchase 
requirements by priority and that gas to wholesale customers should 
be provided at parity with retail service of the same priority. 

Perhaps the most daunting aspect of the Commission's 
restructU%'inq of the natU%'al gas industry were the changes in 
ratemakinq and accountinq necessary to implement OU%' policies. The 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA), SoCal, PG&E, SOG&E, and TORN 
entered into a stipulation regarding the implementation of these 
chanqes. The agreement provided for partial, rathe'r than total, 
elimination of balancing account type treatment for noncore fixed 
costs for an 1nter-im two-year period, the allocation of any 
balances in the utilities' SAM balancing account at the time of an 
implementation deCision, and a schedule to implement this and the 
OIl decision, as well as schedules for future cost allocation and 
gas cost proceedings. 

We adopted the stipulation. Althouqh the stipulation was 
presented to the Commission as a package, we perceive that it 
contains several terms which are intended to protect captive 
ratepayers during the transition period, and we recoqnize·1'URN's 
contribution to those portions of the stipulation. 

Pipeline demAna charges ana transition costs are 
currently tracked through the pipel1ne's purchased gas dcCOunt on 
an as-incurred. basis. TORN proposecl that both pipeline demand 
charges and settlement costs be recoverecl only as, they are· 
incurred. We agreed., and ordered. that forecasted levels of demand 
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charges ana transition costs be used in setting' rates, but inc urrea 
costs should :be booked into the core balancing and noncore memo, 
accounts. 

Finally, we adopted several of TURN's accounting 
proposals. The foregoing discussion demonstrates for the purposes 
of RUle 76.5&, that TURN made a substantial contribution to· 
0.86-12-010. 

p.86-12- 002 
This decision identified the margin for PG&E, SoCal, ana 

SOG&E. These dollars represent the revenue requirement excluding 
the cost of gas for each utility. The allocation of the revenue 
requirement to the core, noncore, and Wholesale segments was a 

central issue in the case. 
Three pr~ methodologies for costing utility nongas 

costs were recommended. These were long-run marginal cost, short
run marginal cost (advanced: by TURN), ana embedded cost. In the 
absence of adequate C08t information, we adopted some quidinq 
principles. We concluded that economic efficien~ dictated that 
rates be based on marqinal cost, not embedded cost. However, we 
recognized factors which persuaded us not to adopt the 
theoretically ideal moeel, which was inverse demand elasticity or 
Ramsey pricing--

We used embedded cost to allocate a utility'S total fixed 
costs to the core, noncore, and wholesale market segments. The 
next step was is the detailed setting of rates within the noncore 
market. For this we decided to grant the utilities substantial 
flexibility- The resultant ability of noncore users to negotiate 
rates would reflect the demand elasticity of that p~icular 
customer. This would express the customer's shortage cost, and in 
a sense, qive effect to '.r'O'RN's recommendation. that short-run 
marqinal coat :be the basis. for at least pricinq eapacity _ Our 
acceptance of: TORN's priority charqe proposal is detailed in our 
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discussion of TORN's contribution to the companion to this 
decision, 0.86-12-0l0. I ' 

In this decision, we also refined our definition of 
transition costs3 and allocated fixed transition eosts among 
customers by use of an allocation factor. 4 Relatively "flatW 

allocation factors have been chosen for fixed transition costs 
consistent with TORN's argument that low priority customers should 
contribute some proportional cost of providing service until at 
least'the t1me that the'present excess capacity is reduced. 

Administrative and General (~G) expenses are not 
generally broken into functions and classifications. TORN made a 
convincing showing that A&G costs shoul~ be spread more on the 
basis of annual sales (equal cents per therm). We adopte~ a 
compromise between ORk and 'l'URN: SO % of A&G expenses a=e to be 
classified as commodity-related and allocated. on an equal-eents
per-them basiS, and 50% are to be classified in the same M.nner as' 
0p?ration and Maintenance (O&M). ' 

After the margin requirement had been allocated, our next 
step was to adopt a default rate format with its cost contents, 
describe the floor and ceiling rates governing contract rates, and 
deseribe the priority rate applicable to both contracting and 
noncontX'acting noncore customers. 

3 Transition costs are either commodity-related variable costs 
or fixed. costs associated w.ith excess interstate demand rights or 
excess intrastate tX'ansmission capacity. 

4 An allocation factor is a number which when multiplied by the 
eost amount gives a total that ~ll be assessed a market segment 
(or customer group). ,The factors are l:)ased on sales figures or 
customer numbers, namely, the ratio of these figures for each 
customer group during a specific period. Factors must reflect cost 
incurrence while at the same time recogni~in9' that a certain amount 
of these costs are transition costs • 
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Rates for noncore customers would be determined primarily 
by negotiation between the utilities and their noncore customer~ 
within a band of flexibility. The floor rate is the SRMC plus 
shortaqe cost component as recommended by TORN. 

We aqreed with TORN that a customer~s shortage cost is 
the most appropriate basis for pricing capacity and establishinq an 
economically based priority system. TURN proposed to measure 
customer shortage cost through an annual auction/bidding procedure. 
Although the proposal had not 'been developed sufficiently for 
adoption, we found that it merited further consideration. 

As to implementation of the baseline statute in the rate 
design for the residential class, we determined that the utilities' 
filings should continue to use the TURN adjustment, which relies on 
the fact that current baseline allowances are in excess of that 
required by statute. We conclude pursuant to Rule 76.58 that TORN 
has made a substantial contribution to D.8:6-12-009. 

AQRN'§ contribqtion, ~o D.87-Q3-Q44 

This decision disposed of applications for rehearing and 
petitions for modification of our gas industry restructuring and 
gas rate design decisions. Rehearing of 0.8:6-12-010 and 
0.86-12-009 was denied, but modifications to those decisions were 
made. 

TURN had urged that transition costs be added to· the 
default ceiling rate established by D.86-12-009. We s~id that to, 
the extent that transition costs can be quantified that are in 
addition to the revenue requirement allocation process, they should 
be added to the ceiling rates, and adopted TURN'S suggestion. 

TORN's primary contribution to the unbundled rate design 
was the priority charge. We ~ejected challenges to the priority 
charge, relying in part on TURN's elaboration of how the priority 
charge would operate for different users and how curtailment fo~ 
customers paying different ,priority charges would proceed. We 
aqreed with ~ that the. electric departments of PG&E and SOG&E 
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should desiqnate a separately stated priority ehArge just as Any 
other noncore customer. This would Allow the electric utilities to 
obtAin thAt level of service reliability that is most eeonomical 
and. appropriate for their electric ratepayers. 

TURN again focused on the risk that core-elect customers 
~ght increase the core portfolio WACOG and recommended that if the 
portfolio switching ban is in effect at a given timer ~ core-elect 
eustomer should not be able to increase its eontract volume in a 
renewal agreement. We agreed and modified the portfolio switching 
ban. accordingly. 'l"ORN also pointec::i out the need. for 11 "true-up" 
mechanism to ensure that noneore customers reimburse the utilities 
at the actual monthly spot WACOG, though their nominations for 
utility gas is %D4de on the basis of a posted forecast price. We 
determine4 to review the" problem in the implementation hearinqs. 
Other minor modifications recommended by TORN were adoptec::i. Thus, 
we conclude that TURN made a sUbstanti111 contribution to 
0.87-03-044 • 

TO'RJ!l'S Contribu;!:ion to )).81-05-946 
In 0.87-05-045, the Commission made various modifications 

to its December orders (0.86-12-009 and 0.86-12-010) which had 
established a new framework for natural gas rate design and 
regulatory policy. Two of the most significant modifications were 
requiring all gas transmission contraets to be available for public 
inspection, anc::i establishing the default rate at ernbec::ided cost 
rather than at unscaled replacement cost. 

TORN, alon9' with the utilities, sought review of 
D.87-03-044. While they did not prevail in persuading the 
Commission to reconsider its decision in 0.87-03-044 to reduce the 
ceiling or "'default" rate for noncore customer classes from 
unscaled replacement eost to embedded cost, O.S7-0~046 modified 
the earlier order in various respects. 

TURN based its petition on a fear that if the utilities 
could not m4l.n.tain their"noncore tlu:ouqhput, the' Commission would 
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reallocate more revenue requirement to the core. When the 
utilities enumerated their preexisting contra~tual and',' 
legislatively mandated duties, they deeeribedthe possibility that 
they might not recover such costs which have been allocated to the 
noncore class. Wishing to mjn im1ze the risk of nonreeovery, the 
utilities suggested the costs be allocated to serviees and customer 
classes with the least elastic demand. TtlRN argued in favor of 
broad based recovery and an equitable assignment of incremental 
revenues to the core. For example, several parties had again 
proposed allocating A&G expenses on the same basis as O&H costs. 
We declined to modify our earlier decision, allocating 50% o·f A&G 

on an O&M baSiS, and 50% on a sales basis, pending the receipt of 
further information. 

The utilities also sought relief from potential 
underreeovery of costs allocated to the noncore class due to long
term contracts signed when long te:z:m transportation was first 
authorized. TORN urged the that',the shortfall not be imposed on 
the core class. Accordingly, we first directed the utilities to 
treat nonrecovered a&&igned CO&ts as a form of transition cost and 
collect· them on an equal-cents-per-ther.m basis. We decided that 
any shortfall of costs allocated to cogenerators due to the 
inconsistency between their allocated coests and revenues due to, the 
operation of Section 454.5 of the PU Code would be allocated to the 
'OEG class_ 

We had excluded all fixed costs from the volumetric rate 
component for the UEG load of combination utilities. This was 
intended to eliminate potentially conflicting incentives that might 
lead to uneconomic fuel use decisions by the utilities' electric 
departments. Since it is a gas-only utility, SoCal alone faced the 
risk of nonreeovery of fixed costs associated. with its tTEG load. 
TURN supported Socal' s request for similar ,treatment on the grounds 
that different rate designs for the gas utilities could. interfere 
with the economic d.ispatch f:com power plants throughout the a,tate 
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under the California Power Pool aqreement. Partly due to TURN's 
comments, we reduced the risk to SoCal by decrea~ing the amount of 

. its return on equity and associated taxes in the volumetric 
transmission rate for UEG customers. 

We conelude, for purposes of Rule 7G.58·, that TURN has 
made a substantial eontribution to D. 87 -05-04 G,. 

'lQlW'S Contribution to D.81-12-03!! 
This deeision was intended to implement in rates the 

major policy decisions which were made in December 1985. TURN 
spent the majority of its hours on this implementation proceeding. 
Consistent with its prior involvement, TORN emphasized the need to 
allocate transition costs fairly. TURN framed the issue as 
follows: "In its simplest terms, the question is merely one of 
cost allocation - in the process of dividing up the existing gas 
supplies into two separate portfolios (the key "change in 
regulation It that has occuned), . who should pay f'or the high-cost 
contracts and commitments that neither portfolio would reasonably 
purchase today if given the choice?" 

Although we concurred with the Canadian Producer Group 
that the determination of transition costs should be limited to 
whether a particular cost was incurred for the benefit of all 
ratepayers and waS meant to be recovered from all ratepayers, we 
deeided to use the equity principle which TURN advanced t~ 
calculate and allocate the transition costs.S 

5 Thus, a cost item was to be considered a transition cost if it 
resulted from a gas purchase contract, tariff, or arrangement 
which: 

l. Took effect before the division of the supply 
portfolio pursuant to the December 198& decisiOns, 

2. Was· initiated for the benefit ,of. all ratepayers, 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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The parties presented two general methods· of calculating 
what the transition costs were. TURN characterized these methods 
as ~bottoms-up~ or ~tops-down." TURN itself advanced a bottoms-up 
method, which calculates transition costs as the difference between 
a benchmark price, such as the commodity price of canadian 
suppliers for PG&E, and individual supply sourees priced above the 
benchmark~ Although we adopted ORA's tops-down approach, we 
recognize TORN's contribution to the quantification of these costs. 

TURN suqqested that the application of our principle that 
all customers will share in the recovery of pipeline demand charges 
requires SOCal, which uses an LIFO method of dispatehinq its 
storage qas, and consequently eannot foreeast when pipeline demand 
eharges will be ~incurred, ~ to track storage withdrawals for future 
alloeation. We adopted that approaeh. 

We also eoncurred with TURN that minimum bills assessed 
by POPCO, PGT, and C41iforDia suppliers in excess of the core WACOG 
price should constitute a transition cost. This treatment of 
excess costs from these suppliers was consistent with TURN's goal 
of preventing the core customer from having to- bear costs which are 
currently uneconomic in the new gas market. 

We had determined that transition eosts were to be 
allocated to eore and noncore customers on an equal-cents-per-therm 
basis, except for storage-related transition eosts. The question 
became how mueh risk of recovering transition costs should be 

placed on the utilities through the new rate design. TURN and 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 

3. Was intended to be recouped from all ratepayers, 

4. Results in costs in excess of a currently reasonable 
level • 
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other consumer representatives urged a significant risk on tn& 
utilities as a strong incentive for cost reduction. The utilities 
souqht balancing account treatment. Thi~ controversy convinced us 
that the accounting and. %'ate trea'tment must be tailored to the 
characteristics, that is, either fixed or variable, of each 
particular cost item. Thus, we amended our accounting and 
ratemaking treatment for each of the adopted transition cost items. 

TURN's participation on this issue is reflected in our 
assiqnment of excess gas costs to- the t%'ansporta-eion vo·lumetric 
rate. Our policy that the core ratepayers were never intended to 
be a "purchaser of last resort" for uncompetitive- supplies was, 
reinforced by our refusal to give excess gas costs'balancing 
account trea'tment. 

Sales forecasting had become a critical and hotly 
contested issue in this proceeding since the new industry structure 
places the utility at risk for recovery of the fixed costs 
allocated to noncore sales. The adopted sales forecast depends on 
the forecastmethodoloqy used. We adopted TORN's sales forecast 
methodology for PG&E and ordered that all utilities use this method
in their next sales forecast update. G 

Another task involved implementation of the priority 
charge concept, first advanced by T'O'RN as a means of allocating 
transmi~sion capacity_ TORN supported SoCal's proposal. to have 
customers bid priority charges for each season. We aqreed with 

G TORN's method has the virtue of recognizing that rates would 
have to be discounted to certain customers and. that the discounts 
would result in d.ecreased revenues. TORN first estimates the
amount of sales that can be retained by discounting and 'Chen 
allocates costs in the amount of the discounted rates to those 
sales. As a res.ul t, the large sales base is retained and. the 
utility does not suffer an automatic revenue shortfall. We a.l~o 
urged the parties to study the potentia.l for upstream discounts and. 
how they could be factored into TORN's model in,the next update 
proceeding- . 
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TORN that the biddinq approach would reflect the value of 8ho~
te~ capaci~y Detter ~ a bundled approach and would accommodate 
the hiqhly elastic customer who may also desire a hiqh priority of 
service. 

~he actual forecast of sales was broken down by user 
categories. PG&E's UEG forecast presented problems because of the 
dramatic effect hydro conditions may have on the use of gas to 
generate electricity. TORN identified problems with PG&E' s use o,f 
an average-year UEG sales forecast. This led us to ad.opt an 
average of PG&E's and ORA's forecast (which was based on a dry year 
scenariO consistent with the most recent PG&E Energy Cost 
Adjustment Clause). 

The allocation of various components of the embedded cost 
of service is dependent on usage during a "cold year.... Thus, we 
needed to adopt a definition of a "cold year. w We accepted TORN's 
suggestion that'all three utilities use the same definition. 

After sales forecasts were adopted for each utility, we 
had to construct the two gas procurement portfolios established for 
the new gas indus'tl:y structure.. TORN demonstrated that the FERC 
had reduced PG&E's demand eharge and we recognized TORN's showing. 

Each utility'S revenue requirement was then allocated to 
the various customer elasses on the basis of the throughput 
forecasts adopted in the earlier p~s of the deeision. Allocating 
the revenues required the Commission to use allocation factors to 
split each cost :t.tem among the different customer classes. The 
fact that nearly all of the allocation factors developed were 
directly related to our adopted throughput forecast highlights the 
significance of TORN's contribution to sales forecasting 
methodology. 

Among the issues outstanding from 0.86-l2-009 were 
whether the foreCast for EOR revenues, which are to offset the 
utilities' revenue requirement, should be forecasted as offsets to 
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the revenue requirement to be established in this initidl Cd so or 
not. SoCal and TORN convinced us that they should be. 

The utilities' conservation costs were formerly recovered 
in both Nse rates. and offset conservdtion program (Conservation 
Cost Account or ~CCA~) costs. TURN objected to PG&E'8 and SoCal's 
proposdl to allocate all of these expenses as customer related, 
citing our characterization of conservation as a potential source 
of supply. On the basis of TURN's argument, we determined' to 
allocate the remaining CCA balances as we had in the past, on an 
equal-cents-per-therm basis to all customer classes. 

TORN's review of PG&E's calculatio~ of noncoincident peak 
demand factors caused PG&E to correct errors in its calculations. 
TORN joined with PG&E and DRA. to propose that the cost of lost and 
unaccounted for gas and company use of gas be allocated to all 
deliveries. We foUnd that in the absence of evidence that these 
losses occur only at the distribution level" this "shrinkage'" 
should be allocated to all deliveries at the transmission and 
distribution levels. 

We foresaw that on the date we "'cut over'" to our new rate 
structure, bAlances in our CAM, GCBA, and. PGA/S'JtJ{ balancinq 
accounts would still exist. TURN strongly favored allocation of 
those balances on an equal-cents-per-therm basis. We found. there 
was no way to establish cost causation for the balances, and that 
balancing account bdlances fit our definition of transition costs. 
On that basis, we adopted. TORN's approach. 

Finally, we approached the task of calculating the actual 
rates to be paid by California customers. We had forecasted. the 
total throughput, then allocated the fixed. costs of each system to 
the different customer classes and. calculated. the two- portfolio 
prices. The final step was assigning each cost item to a 
particular rate design component and calculating the final rates. 
The allocated fiXed. costs would; compr15e the' rates for 
transmission, and the portfolio prices would' be the procurement 
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prices. For the core market, those two rate components would be 
, combined into a single, Dundled rate for Doth services. 
Predictably, TORN focused its comments on core rate design. 

Only SoCal had a re~idential cus~omer charge which, at 
TORN's urging several years ago, we had included in the calculation 
of the baseline rate. We continued that treatment.. However, SoCal 
and SOG&E wished to impose additional customer charges on the 
theory that there are embedded residential customer cost$, and that 
cost-Dased rates should reflect those costs. TURN argued against 
this, pointing out that customer charges would result in a greater 
disparity Detween Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates, and that the utilities 
are already quaranteed lOO% of margin recovery Decause of the core 
balancing account. This reasoning persuaded us to- maintain the 
status quo with regard to the residential customer charge. 

We were constrained DY Section 739 of the PU Code to set 
Daseline allowances for gas usage at between 50% and 60% of average 
residential consumption in the summertime and between 50% and 70% 
in the wintertime.. SoC4l pointed out that current allowances were 
well aDove the statutory requirement and proposed to reduce those 
allowan~es. We allowed a phase-in of SoCal's recommended changes, 
and we continued the 'romT :baseline adjustment mocMnism, with the 
result that revenue increases due to reductions in baseline 
allowances must be used to reduce the baseline rate. 

TORN brought its concern for the potential of core-elect 
customers to increase the core WACOG into· the issue of wholesale 
procurement flexibility. We adopted a guideline to apply to 
wholesale customers electing into core procuremen~ and renominating 
or changing their nOminations. That is, if wholesale customers 
designate less than their high priority load as eore procurement 
then they must provide at least a one-year notice to shift this 
high priority load back into the core portfoliO'. , 'l'URN reminded' us, 
and we reiterated,. that these shifts would 1:>& subject to the 
portfolio Switching policies. 
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We requirecl the utilities. to track the difference between 
their forecast price of spot gas for noncore procurement and the 
actual spot price and include them in the next proceeding. This 
was intended to insulate noncore customers from the risk of error 
in the utilities' forecast of spot prices. We recognize that this 
mechanism was originally proposed by TURN. 

We declined. to adopt any further guarantees for the 
recovery of pipeline clemand charges, such as a balancing account, 
due to our prior adoption of TURN's recommendation. That is, in 
0.86-12-010 we authorized. a tracking account which will reconcile 
forecasted and actual pi~line demand charges. 

On the basis of the foregoing diSCUSSion, we conclucle 
that TURN has macle a substantial contribution to 0.87-12-039. 

TURN'S Contribution to D.88-03-041 
this decision disposed of applications for rehearing of 

0.87-12-039. Although TORN did not seek rehearing, it responded to 
those applications. Generally, it is difficult to pinpoint a major 
contribution by a party to a COmmission decision to deny rehearinq. 
However, we recognize the high caliber of TtJRN' s work and the 
credibi'iity of its analysis of the issues. We took TORN's comments 
into account in denying rehearing, but T'O'RN itself points out only 
one issue on which it believed it made a substantial contribution. 
That may. be because TURN believed that the issue of customer 
charges, for which residential customers bear a heavy burden, most 
deserved. its attention. We agree with TURN that its comments 
assisted. the Commission to decide that cogeneration facilities. with 
standby boilers should be treated as one customer in those eases 
where the standby boiler system only operates to the extent that 
the cogeneration system is not operating. 

TOR1!'8 COntribution to D.SS-03=98:i 
This decision disposed of petitions. to modify 

0.87-12-039. Here, TORN petitioned to modify our procurement 
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policies. at least 1n the interim before the May J., 1988: 
implementation date. ' -

TORN suggested that core-elect procurement customers 
should pay the actual, rather than forecasted, core ~COG because 
it feared that core-elect customers could otherwise evade 
responsibility for ga5 costs incurred 4S a result of their 
purchases from the core portfolio when an undercollection in the 
core W,ACOG is reflected in the forecasted price. TORN proposed 
that the core gas balancing account not apply to the core-elect~ 
rather, the core-elec:t would pay the current price each month.. We 
believed that TURN had raised a good point, but judging from the 
response of other parties, we decided that it had not suggested the 
best solution. We suggested an alternative solution and asked the 
parties to the stipulation to try to work out an aqreement along 
those lines. In the meantime, we allowed the proqr&n to- begin with 
all core procurement customers paying the forecasted core ~COG. 

We shared TORN's concern about the core-elect customers·' 
option to purchase only a portion of their annual requirement from 
the core portfolio, for example, their wintertime needs, wh11e spot 
gas is purchased in the summertime.. The increased core demand 
during the high cost winter period could increase the core ~COG. 
TORN sought a restriction on core election that would prevent 
~winter only~ core election. It noted that the PG&E tariff would 
solve the problem, since it required core-elect customers who, 
obtain only a part of their requirements from the core portfolio to 
designate the portion of their annual contract quantity to be· used 
each month. Although we feared that these restrictions could. 
reduce core election, we allowed the utilities to, impose such a 
requirement in their tariffs. 

Palo Alto and Long Beach sought clarification of the 
nature of core transmission service for wholesale customers. They 
proposed. a 12-month load balancing provision, all~9' them to, 
purchase and deliver to the utility more than their current 
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requirements in one season, then take the excess gas in another 
s.eason, so long as the deliveries balanced at the end of a 12-month 
period. TORN indicated. support, provided that quantities were 
limited and provided this was in~erim until deci$ion in the storaqe 
and procurement investigation. We adopted TURN'S proposal, 
including its conditions, on a temporal:y basiS. 

In the course of responding to the petitions of other 
parties, TORN pointed out an inconsistency in our treatment of 
noncore and. wholesale customers. D.87-12-039 provided that if 
wholesale customers designated less than their high priority load 
as core p~ocurement, then they must provide at least one year's 
notice to shift this load back into the core portfolio. This shift 
was also governed by the portfolio switehing ban. Other noneore 
customers were governed only by the portfo11oswitehing ban. TORN 
suggested that there was no need for the one-year notiee. We 
deleted the notice requirement. 

TORN's eomments on our deeisions and· the eomments o·f 
other parties have helped the Commission more fully develop the 
framework for gas utilities we adopted in 0.87-12-039. This 
intervenor has made a substantial eontribution to D.88-03-041 and. 

D.88-03-085 for the purposes of Article 18.7 of our Rules. 
TORN's Contribution to the 
hmPlementation of these DeciSion! 

In Resolution No. G-2787 we adopted TURN's recommendation 
regardinq te:anination fees for core-elect customers. In Resolution 
No. G-2795 we required. transport revenues paid by customers 
reclassified asP2B customers to continue to flow into· the core 
fixed cost account, consistent with TORN's position. 

PG&E and SoCal were required to file tariffs implementing 
these 9'as rate design deeisiona.. TORN. states that it commented. 
extensively on the utilities' drafts and. that the filed. advice 
letters reflect extensive revisions consistent with TORN's 
comments. Since we do not have any formal filings to. confiJ:m this, 
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we must rely on TURN's representations in its request for 
compensdtion. PG&E and SoCal ~oncur with TURN" .as evidenced by 
the stipulation between these parties. We will accept TURN's 
claim. 

.conclusion 
In its Request for Compensation, ~URN states that its 

filing is considerably shorter than it otherwise would have been 
because a stipulation has already been reached ~th the prima~ 
interested parties. TORN s~mitted only summaries of its 
contributions and costs in place of the usual detailed discussion 
of substantial contributions and exhaustive itemization of time and 
expenses. TORN claimed that the time savings permitted by this 
approach were a substantial inducement for TURN to enter into' a 
stipulated agreement. 

We agree that, generally, ratepayers are served by a 
minimization of advocate's time used to prepare requests for 
compensation. However, ratepayers also need assurance that a 
factual basis exists for the award of compensation. No responses 
to the compensation filing or statements of position setting forth 
the controversy which became the subjeet of the settlement were 
provided in this ease. Since TORN did not undertake a detailed 
exposition of its contribution, and other parties did not launch 
their customary criticism of the intervenor's claims, we closely 
examined the relevant decisions to ascertain the extent o·f ~URN's 
contributions. 

The ratepayers may have saved money from not having to 
compensate the intervenor for preparing and the utilities for 
contesting the merits of the compensation claim; however, they are 
not well served by the substantial commitment of this Commission's 
resources to develop all the sides of the merits of TORN's 
request. In the future, we will require intervenors to file a 
fully supported claim for compensation and we will permit the 
parties to state their positiOns on the compensation. request 
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before a settlement of an intervenor's clatm of compensation will 
be considered. In view of the line-by-line analysis that 'I''OlW''s 

, ' 

abbreviated filing enabled us to, perform, we are satisfied that the 
number of hours claimed did result in TORN's substantial 
contribution to our decisions restructuring the provision of 
natural qas in California. That is, TORN's. efforts resulted in our 
adoption in whole or ~ part one or more factual eontentions, legal 
contentions, or specific policy or procedural recommendations 
presented by TORN. 

'IV - ItemizUioon of C2§U 

Attached as Attaehment A to Ttm.N's Request for 
Compensation is the ~Settlement Agreement Regarding Intervenor 
Compensation.~ This documents 'I'ORN's, PG&E's, SoCal's, and SOG&E's 
agreement and stipulation that TORN should be awarded'compensation 
for its substantial contributions to :the Commission's decisions in 
the gas ind.ustry' restructuring proceedings in the o.mount of 
$245,373.92. This amount is "complete and total compensation for 
all work performed and expenses incurred :by Ttm.N in the 
restructuring eases during the period f:rom March. 19, 19 86, th%ough 
September S, 198:8:.~ 

The total Amount of compensation was summarized in 
Attaehment C to TORN's Request for Compensation. Attachment C is 
reprodueed below: 
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Attachment C 

• S'P'MMARX OF HOURS AND EXPENSES 

AttorpeYfWitness Fees: Hours !Ie BW - Total 

Pre-OII/OIR COmment Phase 
(3/19/86 - 4/14/86) 24.75- $175 $ 4,331.25-

on Comment Phase 
e6/5/86, - 7/29/86) 31.25 $175 $ .5-,465.75-

OIR Settlement Phase 
. (8/1/86 - 12/3/86) 46.50 $175 $ 8,137 .. 50 

OIl Hearing Phase 
(6/20/86 - 12/3/86) 236.25- $175 $ 41,343.75 

OZZ/Or.R Modi~ic4tion PhAse 
(12/10/86 - S/31/87) 86.7S $185, $ 16,048.7S 

Implementation Phase 
(1/21/87 - 12£14/87): 

Sales Forecast Issues 70.33 
~ansition Cost Issues 102.15-
~dded Cost StUdies 52.7S 

• Revenue Requirements 17.92 
Cost Allocation/RAte Desiqn 70.42' 
"Table 2" Issues 18-.61 
~~ll~~~l~ ~Qmm2D ~1m~ ~;UI2Q 
"S~tota1 746.83 $185- $138,163.55 

Final Compliance Phase 
(1/14/88 - 8/11/88) 94.33 $l85 $ l7,45·l.05 

Compensation-Related Hours: 
1986 CEliqib1lity) 3.00 $150 $ 450.00 1987-SS 40.25 $160 $ 6,440.00 

Qt~~ E~~~2D~~1~ ~2~~~: 
Copying $ 5,417 .. 61 Postage $ l,636-.46-parking S 4eS·ls 

Grand. Total $245,373.92 
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TORN supplied workpapers in support of this summary. In 
these workpapers, the hours devo~ed to each proceeding were 
itemized by date and task. 

X.8§-06.=00S pd R.86-96-00& 
TURN seeks compensation for 24.75 hours during which it 

reviewed our prelimin~ry gas restructuring order, prepared its own 
comments, and. reviewed the comments of others. These. hours appear 
reasonable in light o.f TURN's contribution to those deeisions~ 

p.86=12-01Q 
TURN itemized. 79.75 hours for time spent in this 

proceeding. Since this decision adopted a new regulatory framework 
for the gas utilities following the receipt o.f comments ordered by 
R.86-0S-006, it was reasonable for TORN to. spend. al:>out 31 hours 
preparing comments and. reviewing those of other parties, and ~he 
remainder o.f those hours in meetings wi~ others preparing the 
stipulation that was ultimately adopted by the CommiSSion. 

p.86-12-001 
Here, TO'RN expended 236.25 hours on this proceeding, 

which developed exemplary rates reflecting our new gas industry 
structure. TORN's workpapers reveal that mueh of its time was. 
spent preparing testimony and participating in the hearings, which 
spanned three months, and in filing its briefs. Given TURN's 
contribution to. this deCision, we find the claimed hours to be 
reasonable. 

»-87-02-029, D.87-03-044, and D.87-05-046 
'l"ORN claims compensation for 8G..75 hours expended in the 

parties' challenges to our Dee ember 1986 decisions. The hours are 
itemized according to issue, e.g. demand ratchet, A&G, ete., and 
according to the pleading to which'l"ORN responded. The relation 
between TORN's claimed. hours and its contribution is well 
documented • 
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D·81-12-039 
In this, the tmplementation phase of our gas industry 

proceeding, TORN claims it expended a total of 746.8'3 hours. Those 
hours are broken down by issue in Attachment C, reproduced above. 
TORN's workpapers detail its review of other parties' positions and 
extensive use of data requests, its preparation of testimony and 
cross examin~tion of witness'es during the more' than 30 days of 
hearings in this case, as well as its post-hearing tasks. The 
itemization of hours by issue and witness demonstrates they were 
expended to achieve the substantial contribution we described 
above. 

D.88-03-041, D.88-03-08S, Rea. No. G-2787, 
:Res. No. G-279&, ancl advice letters 

TORN claims compensation for 94.33 hours expended during 
our review of challenges to 0.87-l2-039. The workpapers document 
hours spent on the core-elect issue, the preliminary statements of 
PG&E and Socal, aclvice letter workpapers, the review of specific 
petitions and applications by other parties, and work on the 
triqqer mechanism. These hours will be compensated. 

We note that TORN expended a total of 1,266.66 hours on 
its advocacy of substantive issues and only 43.25 hours in the 
preparation of this fee request. Given the enormous scope of these 
proceedings, had the utilities chosen to challenge ~'s claimed 
contribution, the effort clevoted to preparing this request, and the 
expense would have been greatly magnified. We appreciate the 
cooperation of all the parties in limiting ratepayer exposure to 
the expense of what could have been an unproductive exercise. 

There is a clear and reasonable correlation between the 
hO\.1rs claimed and the substantial contribution which TORN made to 
our decisions. We will compensAte TORN for all of these hours • 
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v. Hourly Rate of Ccnppens.a'tion 

The Request seeks compensation at a ~asic hourly rate of 
$150 for work perfomed in 1986 and a basic hourly rate of $16,0 for 
work performed January 1, 1987 and thereafter. We had determined 
to compensate Florio at the rate of $l50 per hour in 1985,. The 
increase of $10 per hour was justified in the Request as being 
"well in line with the rate of escalation of attorney fees 
generally, and is considerably smaller than the I enhancement' that 
TURN would have requested in the absence of a stipulation, due to· 
its exceptionally outstanding performance in this case.~ 

The hourly rate of $l50 is reasonable for work perfomed 
in 1986. The proposal to increase the hourly rate is not justified 
by objective evidence. However, in this specific proceeding and on 
our own "motion, we authorize an increase of $10 per hour commencing 
with work pe'rfo:z:med in 198·7 in recoqnition of the value of Florio's 
experience in this area of public utility regulation. We found him 
to be effective in grasping our regulatory intent, identifying 
where the interests of residential ratepayers lie in this untried 
environment, and persuading this Commission to adopt ratemaking 
mechanisms that are at once consistent with our aim of recognizing 
market forces and protective of "captive ratepayers." His advocacy 
during 1987 and 1988 demonstrated a skill level that would be 
recognized in the attorney marketplace with compensation at the 
rate of $l60 per hour. For the future, however, we will expect to 
see any increases in hourly rates fully supported. An uncontested 
settlement gives us no basis for finding an increased rate 
reasonable. 

This basic rate applies to hours spent preparing the 
Request. 'l"O'RN' s workpapers are consistent with ~s rule. 

TORN has requested enhancement of the basic rate ~ $25 
in recoqnit1on of the dual role perfo:z:med byP'lorio' as· an ad.vocate 
and as an expert witness. This is supported. by the itemization of 
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tasks in TURN's workpapers as well as consistent with numerous 
Commission compensation awards to 'I'URN and. will be granted. 

In ad.eli tion to hourly compensation, 'I'URN requested. 
reimbursement for reproduction expense of $5-,4l7.6l and postage 
expense of $1,636.46. Separate postage and reproduction costs were 
maintained and listed -for each document (indicated. by date of 
fi.linq) in 'rt!RN'e workpe.pers. The claimed: parking expense of 
$485.2$ was itemized by months of hearings. These expenses are 
reasonable and. will be granted. 

Consistent with the preceding discuss-ion, TORN's total 
compensation award in connection with the Commission's gas industry 
restructuring, from MArch 19, 1986 through September 8, 198~, is 
$24$,373.92. 

':he parties to the stipulation have also- apportioned 
payment of the compensation according to these percentages: 

:PG&E 46·.55% 
SoCal 44.95 
SDG&E 8.50 

No basis for these percentages was provided.. However, 
allocation under these factors would provid.e 'l'ORN with recovery of 
100% of any compens4tion which we order and would not unfairly 
burden the customers of anyone of the utilities. I-e appears, 
mOl:'eover, that the apportioned amounts, $114,221.56-, $110,295.58, 
and- $20,856.78, would not constitute unreasonable expenses for 
ratemakinq purposes. The allocation is reasonable and will be 

ad.opted. 
fi,ndinqs of Fact 

1. TORN has requested compensation totalinq $24S,373.92 in 

connection with its. participation in I.86-06-00S, R. .. 86-06-006, 
A.S7-0l-033-, A.S7-01~037. ana A .. 87-04-044 .. 
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2. TURN filed its request for a Commission finding of 
eligibility to claim intervenor compensation in R .. S6-0&-00& within 
30 days of the close of the evidentiary record. The request 
referred to issues already raised in the proceeding, estimated that 
about 100 hours of attorney time would be devoted to the case, and 
estimated a budget of up to $16,000. 

3. TURN filed its request for a Commission finding of 
eligibility to claim intervenor compensation in I.86-06-00$ within 
30 days of the close of evidentiary 'record. The request referred 
to issues that TORN had already presented to the CommiSSion, 
estimated that about 250 hours of attorney time would be expended 
on this case, and estimated a budget of up to $47,000. 

4. TURN filed its request for a Commission finding o·f 
eligibility to claim intervenor compensation in A .. 87-01-033, 
A.87-01-037, and A.87-04-044 within 30 days of the close of the 
eVidentiary record. It identified transition costs, sales 
forecasts, balancing account allocation, and the allocation of 
balancing account costs as issues that it would address, estimated 
700 hours of attorney time and a budget of up to $135,000 for its 
participation. 

50' TORN's workpapers document the fact that it performed its 
work on the gas industry restructuring proceeding during 19B6" 
1987, and 198B. 

6. The Commission found that participation in the 
Commission's proceedings during 1986· would cause '.r'O'RN to suffer 
financial hardship in 0.86-02-039. 

7. The Commission held that participation in the 
Commission's proceedings during 1987 would cause TORN t~ incur 
financial hardship in 0.S7-04-032. 

8. The Comm1ssion determine4that participation in the 
Commission's proceedings during 1983 would cause TURN to undergo 
financial hardship. in 0.88-07-0350 • 
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9. The 24.75 hours T'ORN expended on l.86-06-005 anci 
R.8~06-006 substantially contributeci to the Commission~s acioption 
of mechanisms to protect captive ratepayers. 

10. The 79.75 hours spent by TORN in R.86-06-00S 
substantially contributeci to the Commission's assignment of fixeci 
costs, on a broaci basis in our cieeision in this rulemaking 
proeeeciinq, 0.86-12-0l0. 

11. The 236.25 hours devoted by ':roRN in l.86-06-005 
substantially contributeci to our' cievelopment o·f rates which 
encouraged the utilities to be market-responsive, to compete with 
other suppliers of fossil fuels, but minimized the risk to captive 
ratepayers in our decision in this investigation, D.86-12-009. 

12. TURN'S use of 8&.75 hours to review end respond'to 
challenges to the December 1986 decisions substantially contributed 
to the reinforcement of those earlier decisions in 0.87-02-029, 
0.87-03-044, and 0.87-05-046. 

13. The 746.83 hours spent by TORN in A.S7-01-033, 

A.87-01-037, and A.87-04-040 resulted in nmN's substantial 
contribution to our decision ~ the implementation phase of the gas 
industl:y restructuring proceeding, 0.87-12-03.9'. 

l4. The 94.33 hours claimed by TORN in its review of 
challenges to D.87-12-039 and its review of the utilities' 
implementation filings resulted in TURN's substantial contribution 
on core procurement issues anci the tariff terms 'under which the 
utilities' unbundled gas services are offereci. 

15. TORN should be compensated for all 1,309.9'1 hours which 
it expended on the gas industry restructuring case between 
March 19, 1986 and SOptember 8, 1988·. 

16. The reasonable compensation to TORN for th~ services of 
its attorney, Michel Florio, for work performed. as an attorney is 
$150 per hour i.n. 1986 4nd $160 per hour in 198.7 and 1988. 

17. Florio's hourly rate should' be increased ~y $25 in 
recognition of his participation as an expert witness as well as 
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attorney for all hours except for the 43.25 hours spent preparing 
the instant fee request. 

la. TORN~s reproQuction expense of $5,417.51,. postage expense 
of $1,636.46, and parking expense of S4BS.2S are reasonable and 
TORN should be reimbursed for those costs. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. TORN is eligible to receive intervenor compensation in 
I.80-06-00S, R.Bo-06-006, A.87-01-033, A .. 87-01-037, and 
A.87-04-044. 

2 .. Good. cause has not been shown. for shortening the time for 
reply to an intervenor's request for compensation from the 30 days 
provided in Rule 70.S6- to 10 days as requested by TORN. 

3. In lieu of considering whether the settlement is in the 
public interest and should be adopted, we have analy%ed in great 
detail TORN's participation in the underlying decisions and the 
workpapers TURN has provided in support of its Request for 
Compensation. On the basis of this analysis we find that TURN has 
made a substantial contribution to the policies,. procedures, legal 
conclusions~ and factual findings adopted by this Commission in 
I.86-067-00S., &.86-06-005, 0.8-6-12-009, D.8&-l2-0l0, 0.3:7-02-029, 
0.87-03-044, 0.87-05-046-, 0.8-7-12-039, 0.BS-03-041, 0.88-03":'085, 
Resolution No .. G-2787, and Resolution No. G-2796,. TORN should be 
compensated in the amount of $245-,3-73.92 for its substantial 
contribution to the foregOing Commission actions. 

4. PG&E should be ordered to pay TURN 46 .. 55,% of its 
compensation award, or $114,221.56. 

5. SOCal should be ordered' to pay T'O'RN 44.95% of the 
compensation awarded. TORN, or $110,29S .. 58. 

6. SDG&E should be ordered to- pay TORN 8.5% of the 
compensat1onaward to, TORN, or $20,856.78 • 
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ORDER 

rr IS ORDB'RBD thAt: 
1. TORN's "Request for Compensation and Motion to' Moclify the 

Proeedure for Reply" is granted, exeept for the Motion to Modify 
the Procedure, for Reply, whieh is- denied .. 

2. PG&E shall pay T1JRN $ll4,22l.56 within 10 days from 
today, as its reasonable shAre of compensation for 'rO'RN's 
substAntial eontribution to our gas indus~ restructuring 
decisions (i.e., I.86-06-00S, R.86-06-006, 0.8'6-12-009, 
0.86-12-010, 0.87-02-029, 0.,87-03-044, 0.8:7-05-046" 0.87-12-039, 
0.88-03-041, 0.88-03-0aS, Rezsolution No. G-278:7, Resolution No .. 
G-2796, and PG&E's and SoCal's .1mplement1ng advice letters). 

3. SOCal shall pay T'O'RN $110,295· .. 58 within lO clays from 
today, as its reasonable shAre of compensation for TORN's 
substantial contribution to our gas industry restructuring 
decisions. 

4. SOG&E shall pay 'rORN $20,85& .. 78 within lO days from 
today, as its reasonable share' of compensAtion for ~'s 
substAntial contribution to our gas industry restructuring 
decisions. 

this order is effective today. 
Dated. MAR R 1980 , at San ~ane1seo, California .. 
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Go. MITCHELL WILlC" 
President 

FREDERICK It .. DO'OA. 
SVoNLEY ,w.. KOIZr'!" 
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Decision ________ __ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF C 

Order Instituting Investigation 
on the Commission's motion into 
;mnElementing a rate design for 

undled gas utility services 
consistent with policies adopted 
in Decision 8:6-03-057. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

----------------------------) ) 

And Related Matters. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

.) 
) 

------------------------~~ 
OplIO)'! 

/ ~W!mon 

I.86- ,-OOS 
(Filed Ju e S, 198&) 

R.S6-06-006 
(F ed June 5-, 1986) 

~!Plication 87-0l-033 
tlled January 20, 198"7) 

Application 87-01-037 
(Filed Janua~ 27, 198:7) 

Application 87-04-040 
(Filed April 20, 1987) 

By this decision we find Tow~d Utility Rate 
Normalization (TORN) eliq, le to receive compensation as an 
intervenor in the series of proceedings which have resulted in our 
restructuring the way in which investor-owned natural gas utilities 
provide gas in califo~a. We also grant TORN's request for 
compensation; we ado~ the stipulation between TORN, Pacific Gas 
and Electric compan~ (PG&E), Southern California Gas Company 
(SoC4l), and S4n D~ago Gas '& Electric Company (SDG&E) providing 
TURN compensation fotaling $245,373.92 for its substantial 
contribution to our decisions. The allocation factors contained in 

, - I 
the stipulation result in ~ymentby PG&E of $ll4,.2'2l.5&,: payment 
by SoCaJ. of $1l1'29s.sa, and payment by SDG&E of $20,.8S6.78. We' 

( 
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we must rely on TORN's representations in its request r 
compensation. PG&E and Socal concur with ~, as elidenced by 

. I 
the stipulation between these parties.. We will acc pt TURN's 
claim. 

Concb§ion 
In its Request for Compensation, states that its 

filinq is considerably shorter than it otherw ~ would have been 
because a stipulation has already been reac~ with the primary 
interested parties. TURN submitted only s~ies of its 
contributions and costs in place of the ~al detailed discussion 
of substantial contributions and exhaustA.ve itemization of time and 
expenses. TORN claimed that the time -'vinqs per.mitted by this , 
approach were a substantial indUCemz for TORN to enter into· a 
stipulated agreement. 

We agree that, generally ratepayers. are served by a 
minimization of advocate's time uJed to prepare requests for 

I 
compensation. However, ratepaye.rs also need assurance that a 
factual basis exists for the a~d of compensation. A settlement, 
in the absence of the part~es testimony on the issues in 
controversy, provides no bas s for a finding that the settlement is 
in the pUblic intere5t. N. responses to the compensation filing 
or statements of positionABettinq forth the controversy which 
became the subject of the7settlement were provided in this case .. 

/1 
Since TURN did not und~ake a detailed exposition of its 
contribution, and otheo!parties did not launch their customary 
criticism of the int'~enor's claims, we closely examined the 

/ /. f relevant deciSions 1;-0 ascertal.n the extent 0 TORN's contributions. 
While the ratepayers may have saved money from not having 

to compensate thef/utilities and the intervenor for contestinq the 
merits of the c~pensation claim, they are- not well served by the 

/' 
commitment Of~ Commissionrs resources to develop all the sides 
of the merito/0f TURN'8 request. In the future-" we will requil:e 
the po:r:t;.7to state the.l.r positiollS on the compensation re<jUest 

... 
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BEFORE THE POBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
, ' 

In the Matter of the Application'of 
Salinas Cellular Telephone Company 
for a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity under 
Section 1001 of the Public 
Utilities Code of the State of 
California for authority to con
struct and operate a new domestic 
public cellular radiotelecommunica
tion service to the public in the 
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey Cellular 
Geographic Service Area in 
California and for authority under 
Sections 81& through 8:30 and 851 
of the Public Utilities Code to 
issue evidence of indebtedness in 
the princi~ amount of up to
$4,500,000 to encumber public 
utility property. 

(tJ-3018-Cl 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

---------------------------------) 

Application 88-02~035 
(Filed February 19, 1988) 

Graham & James, by David J.. Marchant And 
Rachelle B. Chong, Attorneys at Law, 
for Salinas Cellular Telephone Company, 
applicant. 

Peter A. Casciato, Attorney at Law, for Cellular 
Resellers ASsociation, Inc., protestant. 

nm OPINION 

:&lckgro12Dd 
On February 19, 1988, Salinas Cellular ~elephone Company 

(applicant), a California general partnership, filed an application 
seeking a certificate of public convenience and necessity (CPC&N) 
to construct and operate a new domestic public cellular radio 
telephone service within the Salinas, Seaside, and Monterey 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).,' Subsequently, on June 1" 
1988, applicant filed an. amendment to reflect changes in its 
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general partnership's majority interest, use of facilities, 
financial plans, and management. 

A protest to, the application and to the amendment was 
filed by Cellular Resellers Association, Inc. (CRA) on March 22, 
1988, and June lO, 1988, respectively. CRA's protest asserts that 
applicant is not financially qualified to construct or operate the 
proposed system, and that applicant does not justify its proposed 
rates. 

Interim Decision (D.) 88-07-064 granted applicant a CPC&N 
to construct the necessary facilities for its proposed public 
cellular radio telephone communication service. The interim 
decision also addressed applicant's environmental report, ownership 
change, proposed facilities, financial plans, and management. 
However, it did not grant any authority to operate until 
applicant's proposed rates and service are addressed. 

A prehearing conference (PHC) was held on Augu'st l5, 
1988. At the PHC, applicant and CRA agreed to an October 24, 1988 
evidentiary hearing to address the reasonableness of applicant's 
rates, tems, and conditions of service. At applicant'S request, 
the evidentiary hearing was postponed to December S, 1988 and 
subsequently taken off calendar pending discussions between' 
applicant and CRA. 

The discussions, which extended over a five-month period, 
resulted in an uncontested settlement agreement (agreement) between 
applicant and CRA. This agreement was filed as a part of 
applieant's. January S, 1989 motion to adopt the agreement, request 
to waive the Commission's settlement rule, and request for 
authority to operate. Concurrent with this filing, eRA filed a 
request to withdraw its protest conditioned upon approval of the 

agl:eement, in its entirety. Subsequently, on. Ha:eh 1, 1989 an 
amendment to the agreement was. filed jointly by applicant and CRA • 
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Settlement Agreement 
A copy ,of the agreement and amendment i$ attached hereto 

as Appendixes A ana S, respectively. 
The agreement, as amended, provides for applicant to 

offer resellers: 
a. Special roaming rates and charges to' those 

resellers not controlled or owned by a 
facilities-bAsed carrier or an affiliate o,f 
~ f~cilities-b~sed carrier; 

b. Billing credits to applicant's resellers 
when ~ reseller's customer ro4mS on any of 
the McCaw Systems; 

c. Volume sen$itive wholesale rates based on 
an aggregation of the reseller's monthly 
local us~ge volume with monthly loc~l usage 
volumes on the facilities of Block A 
cellular operators in the San FranCisco, 
San Jose MSA, Napa, Fairfield, Vallejo MSA, 
Santa Rosa MSA, and Santa cruz MSA. 
Applicant will obtain such volume 
aggregation from a central billing source 
bAsed on tapes from Bay Area Cellular 
telephone Company's switching office, usea 
by the four Block A cellular carriers; 

d. Blocks of numbers with the required. initial 
order to be no more than 25- numbers; 

e. A charge for wholesale aceess fees only 
when the number is activated within 50 days 
of order. ~he reseller is required t~ 
start paying access fees for those numbers 
not aetivated. after 60 days of order; 

f. Direct computer access for number 
aetivation and deactivation, provided that 
the costs of a computer terminal and modem 
on a reseller's premise and a business 
telephone line is borne by the reseller and 
that a dial-up modem port and software 
neeessa:y to accommodate direct number 
activation an~deactivation by a reseller 
is furnished. by applicant; An.d 
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g. Wholesale tariffs, applicable to 
certificated resellers only. 

Under the agreement,' applicant and CRA ~have also 
a;reed to stipulate a8 .to the outcome of the Commiss1on's 
final Decision in Cellular Reseller'§ Association Inc. v. GTE 
Mobilnet C.86-12-023..... (Appendix A, p. 9.) The term of the 
4g'l:'eement is for a one-year period and may be terminated by either 
party upon written notice after the other party breaches the 
agreement if such breach is not cured wi thin 3 a days. 
Piscussj,on 

The aqreement is the result of a compromise of disputed 
claims between applicant and CRA. Although the term of the 
agreement is l~ted to one year, applicant's proposed tariffs will 
remain in effect and will not change until such time as applicant 
files an advice letter to amena its tariffs, pursu~~t to· Public 
Utilities Code S 491' and General Order 95-A. If either party 
breaches the agreement prior to the termination date of the 
asreement, such breach w~ll not have any effect upon applicant's 
authorized tariffs. 

Further, applicant ana eRA do not oppose the extension of 
the agreement to certificated resellers not a member of CRA. 

The aqreement,. as amenaea, is in the publie interest 
because it will enhance the cellular reseller market in the 
Salinas, Seaside,. and Monterey MSA and provide end users within the 
MSA a choiee of competitive cellular service from two facilities 
based earriers and numerous resellers. Therefore, we will adopt 
the agreement. 

The only issue remaining is whether applicant's proposed 
rates, which are similar to the cellular rates applicable to the 
San Francisco- ancl San Jose market, are reasonable. These rates, 
as at't4chea to the aqreement, areas follows: 
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Basic Service 

Number Activated 
Service Established 
Change Cha:rge 
Service Restoral Charge 

Basic Plan 

Access Charge 

" 

Up to 100 numJ)ers 
E4ch number in excess of 100 numbers 

Each Number 
Peak usage 
Peak usage over 30,000 min. 
Off-peak ua.age 

Personal Communications Plan 

Access Charge 
Peak usage 

$15.00. 

1S-~00 ' 

30 .. 50 
28 .. 25-

0.3,8, 
·0.3& 

O' .. l~ 

17.00 
0.72 

$2S.00 
25· .. 00 
25.00 

45 .. 00 
0.45 

0.20 ' 

25.00 
0.90 

Subsequent to the setting of an evidentiary hearing on 
this application, an investigation into the regulation o,f cellular 
utilities (Investigation (I.) 88-1l-040) was issued.. ~he 

investigation was opened to determine whether the initial cellular 
£r~ework established in early CPC&N procee41ngs is meeting our 
objectives. The method of setting cellul4r r4tes is an integral 
part of the investigation. Pending a change in setting cellular 
rates, applicant and other cellular utilities are required to 
demonstrate the re4sonableness of the rates they propose to offer. 

Applicant'S financial data and projections include4 the 
application and ~ended application show that, although it will 
operate at a loss the first two years of operation, it expects to 
show a profit in its third year of operation. Applicant's proposed 
rates are reasonable. Applicant should. be qranted authority to 
operate its cellular system as provided in its filed aqreement. 

Applicant requests a waiver of Rule 51.1(1:» which 
requires the settling parties to. convene at ,least one conference 

- 5 .. 
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with notice to all parties so that each party may participate in a 
meeting to discuss the settlement prior to signing. Although the 
agreement was mailed to 62 cellular entities and persons on 
Januax:y 5, 1989, a waiver of Rule 51 .. 1(b) is not necessary because 
only applicant and eRA are parties of record. No inquiry or 
protest to the agreement was received. Applicant and CRA are in 
compliance with Rule 51. 'rhis proceeding is closed. 
li.ndings of Fact 

1. CRA's protest llsserts that applicant does not juatify its. 

proposed rates. 
2. Interim D~8S-07-054 granted applicant a CPC&N to 

construct its proposed cellular facilities. 
3. Applicant anq CRA aqreed to an evidentiary heax'ing to 

address the reasonableness of applicant' IS ,rates, terms, and 
conditions of service. 

4. Applicant and CRA filed. a stipulated agreement on 
January 5, 1989. 

5. eRA filed a motion to withdraw its protest conditioned 
upon approval of the agreement, in its entirety. 

5'. An amendment to the agreement was filed on March 1, 1989. 
7. The basic rates and charges identified in applicant'S 

initial application are the same as the rates and charges attached. 
to the agreement. 

8. I.88-11-040 was issued to investigate the regulation of 
cellular utilities and the method of setting cellular rates. 

9. Applicant and other cellular utilities are required to 
demonstrate the reasonableness of the rates they propose to offer. 

10. Applicant has demonstrated in its application and amended. 
application that its proposed. service will show a profit in 
applicant'S third. year of operation. 

11. Applicant and' CRA are in compliance with Rule 51. 
12.. Only applicant and CRA are parties of ,record. 

- & -
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Conc~usions of Law 
1. The 4greement 45 modified· by applicant's and CR,A's joint I' 

amendment should be adopted • 
. 2. Applieant~s r4tes attaehed to the agreement and as 

modified by the amendment to the agreement are reasonable and 
should be adopted. 

3. 'rhere being no issues remaining to. :be considered., thi-s 
proceeding should be closed. 

XT XS ORDERED th~t: 

1. A eertifieate of public convenience and necessity (CPC&N) 
is granted to Salinas Cellular Telephone Company (applicant) to 
operate a cellular mobile telecommunications system in the Salinas, 
Seaside, and Monterey Metropolitan Statistical Area. 

2. 'rhe provisions of the stipulated agreement attached as 
Appendix A and as modified by Appendix :s shall be adopted. .. 

3. California Resellers Association's (CRk) protest is 
dismissed. 

4. Applicant and CRA are in compliance with Rule 5·1 of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. 

5. Within 30 days after this order is effective applicant 
shall file a written acceptance of the CPC&N with the Commission 
Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD) Director. 

6. Applicant shall keep its books as directed by the Uniform 
System of Accounts for cellular communications licenses as 
prescribed by Decision (D.) 8:6-01-043. 

7. Applicant shall notify CACD Director in writing of the 
day it starts operating •. 

8. On or after the effective date of this. order; applieant 
is authorized to file wholesale and retail tariff schedules in 
accordance with the rates identified in this.· ord.er, as 4ttached to' 

- 7 -
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applicant's January S, 1989 and as mOQified by the March 1, 1989 
~endments to the stipulated agreement. The filing shall comply 
with General Order Series 96 and shall be effective not earlier 
than 5 days after filing. 

9. Within 60 days after the effective date of this order, 
applicant shall prepare and issue to each employee who, in the 
course of employment, enters a customers or subscribers premise, an 
identification card in a distinctive format having a photograph of 
the empl~yee. Applieant'shall require each employee to present the 
identification card w~en requesting entry into any builaing or 
structure of a customer or subscriber, pursuant to PO' Cod.e S 708. 

10. Applicant's filed tariffs shall provide for a user fee 
surcharge of 0.10%, pursuant to PO' Code SS 431-435. 

11. Applicant is subject to a one-half percent (1/2%) 
surcharge on gross intrastate revenues to· fund ~eleeommunications 
Devices for the Deaf, pursuant to PO' Code S 2881 as set forth in 
Resolution T-1300S. 

12. The corporate identification number assigned to Salinas 
Cellular Telephone Company is U-301S-C which should be included in 
the caption of all or~q1nal filings with this Commission, and in 
the titles of other pleadings filed in existing cases. 

- 8-
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13. ~he authority granted in th.:1.s order will expire if not 
exercised wi~ 12 months after the effective date of this order. 

14. This proceeding is elosed~ 

~his order is effective today. 
Dated MAR S 1989 /J at San Francisco, California. 

+,', 

,,' 
"I 
.! 

- 9' -

G. KI'rcmrr.r .. wn.K 
P:l:esident' 

FREDERICK R. O'O'OA 
S-rANLEY W •. HOIZl"J: 
JOmtB.OHANIAN 

CoDXlllissioners. 
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APPENDIX A 

II. 

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSlW SET'tLEMENT 
AS IT APPLIES TO SALINAS CELLULAR 

Onder the Settlement Agreemerlt, eRA has agreed to 

withdraw its protest t~ Salinas Cellular's Applica~ion And to 

refrain from filing any further protests tc the Application so· 

~ long as Salinas Cellular complies with the terms of the 

Settlement Agreement and the Application continues to contain 

terms and conditions as favorable to the CRA as those contained 

in th~ tariffs presently proposed by Salinas Cellular, as amended 

by the terms ~f the Settlement Agreement. 

• 

Salinas Cellular has agreed to amend its draft tariffs 

prior to commencing service in the Salinas CGSA to· provide the 

following: 

A. Roaming Rates. 

y 

(1) Special roaming rates and roam1ng charge reimbursements 

will be available to any reseller that is not controlled 

or owned by a facilities-based carrier or an affiliate 

The Settlement Agreement als~ covers matters unrelated to· 
this proceedin9, thus only the portions relevant to 
Salinas Cellular are summarized. 

5. 
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of a facilities-based carrier (~Independent Reseller~) 

when either: 

(a) ~he Independent Reseller provides service to a 

customer on the facilities of certain Mccaw-owned 

or McCaw-controlled cellular systems in california 

(the ~MeCaw Systems") (the facility providing 

service to the Independent Reseller will be 

referred to as the "Bome System'''): or 

(b) ~he Independent Reseller'$ customer roams on the 

facilities of the Mccaw Systems (SUCh carrier will 

be referred to as the "Serving system"). 

(2) When an Independent Reseller's customer roams on any of 

the Mccaw Systems, the Independent Reseller shall be 

entitled to a credit upon billing. The Independent 

Reseller shall pay for roaming in accordance with the 

rates set forth in the Serving System' $ roamer tari'ffs 

applicable to the Bome Systemts customers, less a credit 

equal to a sum calculated according to ,the following 

formula: 

,(a) ~he product of the amount paid by the Independent 

Reseller for roaming usage charges under the 

Serving System's tariff by a percentage equal to 

the difference between the Serving System"s retail 

and wholesale usage rates, expressed as a 

percentage of the retail usage rate;. and 

(b) ~he product of the amount to· be paid· by the 

Independent Reseller fo·r any roaming access charges 

6. 
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under the Serving System's tariff multiplied by the 

percentage equal to the difference bet~een the 

ServingSystem t $ retail and ~h~lesale acce$$ 

charges, expressed a$ a percentage o,f the retail 

access charge. 

B. Volume A99regation. 

For the purpose of qualifying for volume-sensitive wholesale 

rates, Independent Resellers ~ill be permitted under the 

wholesale tariffs of Salinas Cellular to a99regate their 

monthly local usage volumes on the facilities of such 

entities with monthly local usage volumes on the facilities 

of the Bloc:k A cellular operators in the following CCSAs: 

San Francisco-San Jose~ Napa-Fairfield-Vallejo, Santa Rosa 

~ and Santa Cruz. 

• 

C. Access Fee. 

With respect to any numbers allocated to an Independent 

Reseller, Salinas Cellular's tariffs will provide that the 

~holesale access fee shall be paid at the time of activation' 

and not at the time of the allocations of such numbers. the 

Independent Re5ellers have agreed not t~ maintain 

unreasonably high inactive inventories which would limit the 

furnishing of numbers by salinas Cellular to other 

customers. A reseller·s failure to activate all of the 

numbers in its minim~ initial order of numbers within sixty 

(60) clays or more after their allocation, shall be 

conclusively deemed to be the retention olan unreasonably 

high inventory and shall result in all access tees for such. 
" 

7 .. 
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numbers bein9 du~ at the next b,illing cycle applicable to 

·such reseller. Salinas Cellular ag:t'ees to file tariffs 

providin9 that the initial order ot numbers shall be nc ~ore 

than 25. 

D. Oirect computer Access. 

Salinas Cellular has agreed to allow :t'esellers direct 

computer access for number activation And deactivation, 

provided that the costs of a computer terminal and modem on a 

resel~er·s premises and a business telephone line will be 

borne by such reseller and that a dial-up modem PO:t't and 

software necessary to accommodate direct numbe~ activation 

and deactivation by a reseller will be tu:t'nished by Salinas 

Cellular. It in the futu:t'e, Salinas Cellular is unable to· 

accommodate resellers· requests for direct computer access 

due to a lack of PO:t'ts or a need to revise 50ftwA:t'e, Salinas 

Cellular would have the :t'ight to allocate expenditures 

necessary to accommodate such requests among its retail 

operations and all resellers requesting to use direct 

computer access on Salinas Cellular's system. 

E. AEplicability of Wholesale Taritf. 

Salinas Cellular's wholesale tariffs will be applicable only 

to certificated resellers, subject to the followin9 

exception. It Salinas Cellular identities any potential 

customer in its service territory that would purchase a large 

enough quantity of cellular numbers to qualify for wholesale 

rates under the taritf of the Block ~ facilities-based 

carrier in that service territory, salinas ~ellular may, 

a. 
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followinq reasonable advance notice to, CRh, amend its 

wholesale tariffs in order to provide wholesale service to' 

that customer or other similarly situated customers_ CRh has 

a9reed not to oppose such amendment. 

Salinas and CRA have also a9reed to stipulate as to, the 

outcome of the Commissionts final Decision in Cellular Reseller's 

Association .. Inc. v. GTE Mobilnet, C.86-l2-023, and Salinas 

Cellular has agreed to adhere to, the accounting requirements 

relating to the Uniform System of Accounts for Cellular C:arriet's, 

including the segregation of wholesale and retail revenues and 

expenses. 

The term of the Settlement Agreement is one (1) year 

from the date that tariffs t'equired under the Agt'eement are 

filed. The'Agt'eement may'be terminated by either party upon 

writ~en notice after the other party breaches the Agreement and 

such breach is not cured prior to the end ot the thirty (30) day 

period. 

The parties agree to file a motion of waiver of Rule 51 

of the commission's Rules of Practice andProcedure~ pursuant t~ 

Rule Sl.10. The parties have Agreed to cooperate in obtaining 

such A waiver in good faith. 

The parties have agreed that no partnershi~r agency or 

franchise' agreement is created by the Agreement and n~ other 

person or entity besides the parties shall acquire any rights 

hereby or hereunder. 

All notices required by the Agreement are to be sent t~ 

• the partie.' addr ••••••• t out,in .. n attachm.nt to, th.Agr •• ment. 

9. 
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The Agreement is to be governed by and construed in 

accordance with the laws of California and any action brought for 

breach of the Agreement shall be brought betore a court or agency 

of competent jurisdiction within the State of California. 

The Agreement is subject to, such changes as either the 

Federal Communications Commission or the CAlifornia Commission 

may direct in its exercise of jurisdiction. Should there be any 

conflict between the provisions of the Agreement and any 

regulatory action affecting the subject matter of the Agreement~ 

the Parties have agreed to amend the Agreement to confo~ to such 

regulatory action. 

The Agreement is intended as A compromise of disputed 

claims and shall not be deemed an admission by any party that the 

other party is entitled to the relief provided under the 

Agreement as a matter ot law or regulatory policy. 

eRA has warranted tha't it has the authority to enter 

into a binding Agreement with Salinas Cellular on behalf of each 

of its members. CRA has a9reed to furnish a copy of the 

Agreement to each of its present members and to require each new 

member during the term of the Agreement to agree in writing to be 

bound by its ter.ms. 

The Agreement il!. binding upon the parties, their 

members, and the partners~ shareholders~ officers, successors or 
~ . 

Assigns and subsidiaries and affiliates of SUCh parties and their 

members. 

The.parties have agreed to file such motions, 

stipulations, aqreementa or other plea4in9S with the Commission 

10. 
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as are necessary and appropriate to effect the withdrawal of 

Protests by the CRA to the Salinas Cellular Application. 

The Agreement may be executed in any number of 

counterparts, each of which shall be an original, but allot 

which together shall constitute one instrument. 

Any reseller that seeks to benefit from the provisions 

of the Agreement must become an individual signatory of the 

A9reement. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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APPENDIX :a 

The purpose of this Joint Motion i$ to clarify the 

following matters in th~ Motion: 

Roaming Rates. On pages 5-7' of the Motion, a 

speeial roamin9 rate and roamin9 charge reimbursements ar~ set 

forth. The parties wish to clarify that the credit referred 

to on page 6, of the Motion in paragraph 2 is, available, in the 

context of this proceeding, only to· Salinas Cellular's 

resellers. Thus, the only utilities' tariffs affected by the 

Settlement Agreement in the context of this proeeecling will be 

Salinas C~llularts tariffs. 

Volume !qqregaticm.. On page 7 of the Motion, 

Section B states that for the purpose of qualifying for 

volume-sensitive wholesale rates, resellers will b~ permitted 

under the wholesale tariffs of Salinas Cellular to aggregate 
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their monthly loeal usage volumes on the cellular systems of 

the Bloek A carriers in the followin9 CGSAs: San 

Francisco/San Jose, Napa-Fairfield-Vallejo, santa Rosa

Petaluma and Santa Cruz. The parties wish to' clarify that 

sueh information regarding volume aggregation by the resellers 

will be readily available to Salinas Cellular from a central 

billing source based on tapes from the Mobile Telephone 

Switchin9 Office ("SwitCh"'> operated by Bay Area Cellular 

Telephone Company, which is the switch that is shared by the 

four Block A cellular carriers. 

Term of the settlement Agreement. On page 9, second 

full para9raph of the Motion, the term of the Settlement 

'~ Agreement is set ,forth as bein9 one year from the date that 

tariffs required under the Agreement are filed. The Motion 

also states that the A9reement may be terminated by either 

party u~n wri,tten n'otice after the other party breaches the 

Agreement and such 'breach is not cured prior to the end of the 

thirty (30') day period.. As consideration for the concessions 

made by Salinas Cellular, CRA has agreed to withdraw its 

• 

-
protest to Salinas Cellularts Applieation and to' retrain from 

filing any further protests to the Application s~ long as 

Salinas Cellular complies with the ter.ms of the A9reement, 

which includes salinas Cellularts filing and maintaining 

tariffs containing the provisions described.on pages 5-9· of 

tbe Motion • Although the term of the Agreement is limited to 

3 
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one year, such tariffs filed with the Commission shall remain 

in effect indefinitely and will not change until such time as 

salinas Cellular files an advice letter to. amend the tariffs, 

pursuant to. Sectio.n 491 o.f the Public Otilities ("PO") Code 

and General Order No. ,96-A. Should o.ne party to the Agreement 

breach the Agreement prior to the expiration o.f its term or 

should the Agreement terminate upon its expiratio.n, such 

breach o.r expiration of the Agreement would not by itself have 

any effect upon Salinas Cellularts effective tariffs absent an 

a4vice letter filing. Once the Agreement is terminated due to, 

either breach or expiration of the one year term, salinas 

Cellular may file an advice letter to change its tariffs and 

CRA would be free to. protest such advice letter filing since 

both .parties will no lo.nger be restrained by the Agreement. 

APplicability of Wholesale Tariff. On page a, 
paragraph E of the Mo.tion, the parties wish to. clarify that, 

in the event Salinas Cellular identifies a potential bulk user 

in its CGSA and files an advice letter to, amend its who.lesale 

tariff in order to. provide service to. bulk users, the 

"reasonable advance netice" that will be given to ~ will be 

the 40 dayst net ice afforded under General Order No. 96-A. 

Such advice letter will be served uponCRA members pursuant to 

General Order No.. 96-A. 

Benefits to. Resellers. ~he partie& un~erstand that 

the commissien intends to order that any. benefit obtained by 

4 
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independent resellers who are members of eRA under the 

Agreement be extended to all certificated resellers. ~he 

parties will eomply with such a Commission order. 

(END OF APPENDIX B,) 
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Conclusions of Law 
1. ~he agreement as modified by applicant's 

amendment should be adopted. 
2. Applicant's rates attached to the agreement as 

modified by the amendment to the agreement are reaso able and 
should be adopted. 

3.. '.there being no issues remaining to be c 
proceeding should be closed .. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. A certificate of public conve ence and necessity (CPC&N) 

is granted to Salinas Cellular Telepho e Company (applicant) to 
operate a cellular mobile telecommuni ations system in the Salinas, 
Seaside, and Monterey Metropolitan ati:stical Area. 

2. The provisions of the st ulat4ad agreement attached as 
Appendix A and as modified by Ap ndix B shall be adopted .. 

3. ca11forn1a Resellers sociation's (CRA) protest is 
dismissed. 

4. Applicant and CRA e in compliance with Rule Sl of the 
Commission's Rules of Practi e and Procedure. 

Soo Within 30 days af er this order effective applicant shall 
file a written acceptance f the CPC&N with the Commission 
Advisory and Compliance ivision (CACD) t1irectoroo 

6. Applicant sha 1 keep its books as directed by the tln.i.form 
System of Accounts for. cellular communic~;tions licenses as
prescribed. by :oecis~ (D .. ) 86-01-043. 

7. Applicant. shall notify CACD Director in writing of the 
day it starts ope tingoo 

8. On or iter the effective ciateof this orcier, applicant 
file wholesale and retajLl tariff schedules in 

icientified in this order, as attached to· 

- 7 -


